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INTRODUCTION

Emotional disorders are common in people with MS, compounding the complexities of life with 
a chronic illness, worsening quality of life for patients and their families, and creating 

challenges for healthcare teams. This bulletin describes the types of emotional disorders that can 
occur and offers general information about diagnosis and treatment for clinicians who provide 
neurologic and medical care for individuals with MS.  We will also discuss ways to improve patient 
and clinician communication about mental health issues. 

 During office visits, a patient’s emotional well-being generally takes a back seat to 
discussions about disease-modifying therapies, medication side effects, and physical symptoms. 
Too often, both patient and clinician discount these symptoms: “Who wouldn’t be depressed or 
anxious with a chronic illness like MS?” Depression and anxiety are never “normal” states, however. 
Clinicians, patients, family members, and friends need to be alert and respond to the first signs of 
an emotional disorder: undetected and untreated, it may increase functional impairment (Arnett 
et al., 1999), worsen quality of life (Wang et al., 2000; Gulick, 1997; Vickrey et al., 1995; McIvor et 
al., 1984; O’Brien, 1993), decrease adherence to treatment (Mohr et al., 1997) and lead to suicide 
(Stenager et al., 1992a; Stenager & Stenager, 1992b; Stenager et al., 1996; Brønnum-Hansen et al., 
2005; Sadovnick et al., 1991; Feinstein, 1997; Feinstein, 2002). This component of the burden of MS 
can be reduced for patients and their families if clinicians promptly identify emotional disorders in 
their patients and refer them for diagnostic evaluation and treatment by mental health professionals 
in their practices or the community. In short, clinicians should inquire about the patient’s and 
family’s emotional wellbeing at every visit. And patients, families, and friends should become 
familiar with the symptoms and signs of emotional disorders and seek help promptly.
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Disorders of mood and affect 

 Individuals with MS may suffer from various types of emotional disorders (Goldman 
Consensus Group, 2005; Minden and Schiffer, 1990). We find it helpful to divide emotional disorders 
into disorders of mood (a “pervasive and sustained emotional ‘climate’”) and disorders of affect 
(“fluctuating changes in emotional ‘weather’”) (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). The affect 
disorders – euphoria, pseudobulbar affect (PBA), and apathy – result directly from the effects of MS 
on the brain. In contrast, mood disorders – depression, mania, and anxiety – arise from a complex 
interaction of MS pathological processes, a pre-existing or predisposition to a mental disorder, and 
normal grieving of the losses associated with the disease. This bulletin addresses mood disorders; 
detailed information about PBA is available in a separate bulletin (Minden, 2012). As Table 1 shows, 
mood disorders are more prevalent among individuals with MS than in the general population. 
Psychotic disorders may also be more common (Patten et al, 2005). 

Table 1. Prevalence rates of emotional disorders 

                                       MS                  General population

Mood Disorders [1]

Major Depressive Disorder  36%-54% [25,38,40,50,55,58]  16% [27]

Anxiety Disorders*   36% [29]    29% [28]

Persistent Depressive Disorder NA**     NA**

Adjustment Disorder   22% [63]    0.2 – 2.3% [13,32]

Bipolar Disorder   13% [25,59]    1-5% [34]

Affect disorders

Pseudobulbar Affect   7-10% [14,15]    NA**

Euphoria    0-63% [40,67]    NA**

Apathy    NA**     NA**

*Generalized Anxiety Disorder, Panic Disorder, Social Anxiety Disorder, and others

**Not available 

 It is also helpful to distinguish emotional symptoms (e.g., depressed mood and anxiety) and 
emotional disorders (e.g., Major Depressive Disorder). Patients come to their clinicians with 
symptoms that are painful or disruptive. Whether an emotional disorder can be diagnosed depends 
on the duration and intensity of the symptoms, the extent to which they impair daily functioning, 
and the presence of other specified symptoms (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).  It is 
important to remember, however, that symptoms of depression or anxiety that fail to meet the 
criteria for a diagnosable disorder are nevertheless a significant source of discomfort and distress. 
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Assessment

 As Figure 1 shows, the first step in assessment is to determine whether a patient is 
experiencing emotional symptoms. “How are you feeling?” is a simple, effective way to initiate the 
conversation, and most patients will tell you if they are feeling sad, down, blue, nervous, scared, 
worried – or any of the everyday terms we all use to describe our emotions.  “How bad is it?” is 
equally useful for encouraging patients to talk about the severity of their symptoms.   

	   Is	  patient	  experiencing	  emotional	  symptoms?	  
	  

Continued	  observation.	  
Education	  as	  needed	  

	  

Do	  the	  symptoms	  suggest	  normal	  grieving?	  	  
 

Figure	  1.	  Assessing	  and	  treating	  emotional	  disorders	  

Is	  the	  patient	  suicidal	  or	  homicidal?	  
	  	  	  	  	  

Yes	   Maybe	  

Hospitalize	  
	  	  	  	  	  

Is	  there	  any	  question	  
about	  the	  diagnosis?	  

	  	  	  	  	  

Consult	  with	  a	  mental	  
health	  profesional	  

	  	  	  	  	  

Plan	  treatment	  
Who	  will	  treat?	  

Which	  modality?	  
 

Yes	  

No	  

Do	  the	  symptoms	  meet	  criteria	  
for	  an	  emotional	  disorder?	  

Continue	  treatment	  
Monitor	  for	  response	  
Monitor	  for	  suicide	  

	  

Terminate	  treatment	  
If	  in	  remission	  at	  least	  12	  months	  

If	  low	  risk	  of	  recurrence	  
	  

Start	  treatment	  
Pharmacotherapy:	  monitor	  for	  side	  effects,	  increase	  dose	  to	  therapeutic	  level	  
Psychotherapy:	  build	  therapeutic	  alliance,	  discuss	  modality,	  frequency,	  goals	  
	  	  	  	  	  

Yes	  

No	  
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 Symptom severity rating scales and questionnaires are customary in research settings; in 
clinical settings, they are best used to initiate a conversation: as we emphasize repeatedly, the 
most important factor in helping patients with emotional disorders is open and ongoing 
communication. Even if a patient is not experiencing emotional symptoms, the question “How are 
you feeling?” creates an opportunity to talk about the prevalence of emotional disorders in MS, 
the importance of letting others know how one feels, and the effectiveness of treatment. This 
conversation itself helps remove the stigma from emotional disorders.

 The second step in an assessment is to decide whether the symptoms suggest normal 
grieving or meet criteria for an emotional disorder, and which one. 

Diagnosis

 As with any medical condition, diagnosis follows a systematic process of putting symptoms 
together into a coherent whole, a diagnostic category or a specific condition. After determining 
that the patient’s symptoms suggest a mood rather than an affective disorder, decide whether 
they signify grief or a diagnosable mental disorder (see Table 1 and Figure 1). For mental disorders, 
this determination depends on whether or not symptoms meet well-specified criteria, not on 
elucidating their cause (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). 

 Grief. In its early stages, grief looks a lot like depression: sadness, withdrawal, and trouble 
concentrating, sleeping, and eating. Time and intensity distinguish them: with grief, the symptoms 
resolve, and people re-engage with others and the pleasures of life. This may take months, but 
there is steady progress back to the way one was before the loss. 

 Grief is normal, whether due to losing a loved one, physical capacity, a job or a marriage. In 
MS, grief is common at the time of diagnosis, during relapses, with deterioration of functioning, 
and at major transition points – needing a cane or wheelchair, becoming unable to work or live at 
home. The natural healing process is so familiar and predictable that we generally “know” when 
grieving is too intense or too prolonged.

 Depression and anxiety. When sadness is unrelenting and accompanied by loss of interest, 
feelings of worthlessness, helplessness, and hopelessness, patients, families, and clinicians should 
be thinking in terms of depression (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). (See footnotes for 
illustrative comments by patients about their symptoms.) With a depressed mood, life seems not 
worth living, and thoughts of death and suicide may be unrelenting.  Appetite and sleep diminish 
or increase, it becomes hard to concentrate and think clearly, energy is sapped, and nothing is 
interesting or pleasurable. Some people suffer from guilt  and shame,  or become preoccupied 
with physical symptoms and aches and pains. Difficulty adhering to treatment,  moodiness and 
irritability, ,  are not uncommon, nor are social isolation, withdrawal, and self-medication with 
alcohol and drugs. 

 Anxiety, whether expressed as apprehension  and fear,  tension , or worry  and rumination, 
may co-exist with a depressed mood or be a separate disorder. Indeed, many believe that 
depression and anxiety are on a continuum, and that this explains the efficacy of antidepressant 
medication in both conditions.  Just as grief differs from depression, reasonable concern about the 
unpredictability of MS and uncertainty about the future differ from anxiety. Persistent worry, 
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panicky feelings, and preoccupation with physical sensations suggest an anxiety disorder. Like 
depression, anxiety may occur at diagnosis, with relapses, when disability increases, and with job 
loss or strain in a marriage or family. To distinguish between the depressive and anxiety disorders, 
and among the various types of each, clinicians should consult the criteria specified in the 
American Psychiatric Associations’ Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth 
edition (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).   

 There are other diagnostic considerations. It is possible to mistake the symptoms of a 
depressed mood for those of MS. For example, cognitive impairment may be so prominent and 
severe in a depressed individual that neuropsychological testing is necessary to determine 
whether it represents the enduring cognitive impairments due to MS (Benedict, 2004) or the 
“pseudodementia” of depression – problems with memory, concentration, and processing speed 
that will resolve with effective treatment (Caine, 1981;Brown, 2005). This distinction is particularly 
difficult in patients with known cognitive impairment which is likely to worsen during a depressive 
episode. Fatigue occurs in both MS and emotional disorders, but is more likely a symptom of 
depression if it occurs early in the day. Depression-related psychomotor slowing and the muscle 
tension of generalized anxiety disorder do not produce abnormal findings on a neurologic exam.  
Symptoms of depression and anxiety may also result from a medical condition (e.g., hypo- and 
hyperthyroidism, respectively) or from medications and other substances. Research suggests that 
high doses of corticosteroids, commonly used to treat MS relapses, may lead to depressive and 
manic or hypomanic symptoms, and that these may be prevented by prophylactic treatment with 
lithium carbonate (Minden et al, 1988). Although predictors include personal and family histories 
of these disorders, they can occur spontaneously. The relationship between depressed mood and 
the disease modifying therapy, interferon beta, remains unclear and further research is needed 
(Feinstein, 2000). 

 Two questions have been shown to correlate highly with major depressive disorder, and 
should become routine for all MS clinicians (Mohr et al, 2007; Kroenke et al, 2003): “During the 
past 2 weeks, have you often been bothered by …

… feeling down, depressed, or hopeless? 

… little interest or pleasure in doing things?”

 As with MS itself, a definitive diagnosis usually depends on the expertise and experience of 
a specialist, and MS clinicians should have a low threshold for consulting with and referring their 
patients to mental health professionals. This is discussed in detail below. 

Suicide

 The rate of suicide among MS patients is unacceptably high – in large part because 
depression is underdiagnosed and inadequately treated (see above). In addition to depressed 
mood, the risk factors for suicide by individuals with MS include social isolation, low income, 
progressive course, and greater disability (Turner et al, 2006). Accompanying anxiety and 
substance abuse also increase the risk of suicide. Asking whether a person has been thinking 
about suicide does not cause it. Rather, talking about suicide is essential for prevention, and 
usually brings great relief to the patient and family. With any indication of a depressed mood or 
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anxiety, clinicians should ask: “Are you feeling hopeless about the present or the future?” “Have 
you had thoughts about taking your life?” A clinician who has any concern at all that a patient has 
suicidal ideas should immediately ensure the patient’s safety and obtain a full psychiatric 
assessment. Although much less common, some patients direct their despair and anger outward 
and think about harming others. 

Treatment Overview

 Once symptoms have been identified, a physiological cause ruled out, and at least a 
preliminary diagnosis of a mood disorder made, the focus shifts to planning and implementing 
treatment.  As with all treatments, a systematic approach is essential, and should begin with 
answering two critical questions: 

 •  Is the patient suicidal or homicidal? If yes, hospitalize. 

 •  Is there any question about the diagnosis? If yes, consult with a mental health professional.

 Subsequent issues involve deciding who will provide the mental health treatment (a 
mental health professional, the patient’s neurologist, or the patient’s primary care physician); 
determining the optimal treatment (pharmacotherapy, psychotherapy, complementary and 
alternative approaches, or all of these); and ensuring coordinated ongoing care (the clinician[s] 
who will monitor the patient’s response to treatment). MS clinicians must obtain from their 
patients written permission to talk to family members and other clinicians (who, in turn, need 
permission to talk to the MS clinician). 

 Safety first.  Patients need to be evaluated for hospitalization if they have suicidal or 
homicidal ideas or other behaviors that could harm themselves or others. Significant weight loss, 
dehydration, agitation, insomnia, psychosis, delirium, and mania may warrant hospitalization, as 
will inability to care for themselves or others for whom they are responsible. Clinicians who are 
unfamiliar with psychiatric hospitalization, should call their mental health colleagues or the 
nearest emergency room for guidance. 

 Consultation. MS clinicians who are uncertain about their patient’s safety or diagnosis should 
consult immediately with a mental health professional. Less urgent but timely consultation is 
advised to discuss whether to refer or treat the patient and the best treatment options. Throughout 
the course of treatment, MS clinicians (whether or not they are providing mental health care), will 
benefit from talking to a mental health professional when treatment response is suboptimal or it is 
time to consider terminating treatment (see below). Mental health professionals can also suggest 
ways to talk to a patient who is reluctant to accept a diagnosis or treatment of a mental condition. 

 Refer or treat? MS clinicians generally refer their patients with emotional disorders to 
mental health professionals for treatment, but some neurologists prefer to treat their patients’ 
emotional disorders (Schiffer, 1987).  Some patients want a familiar clinician or the convenience of 
co-located care (Minden et al., 2013; Rintell et al., 2012). Mental illness still carries stigma and 
some patients will accept treatment only from their medical providers. Many health plans have 
limited mental health care coverage and deductibles and copayments may be very high for out-
of-network mental health providers. Mental health care provided by a neurologist or primary care 
physician is fine when the clinician is experienced and the diagnosis and treatment are 
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straightforward (e.g., a recurrent depressive episode that previously responded well to 
antidepressant medication and support). However, when this is a new type of arrangement for the 
clinician or there are concerns about safety, diagnosis, or treatment response, the MS clinician 
should consult with a mental health professional.

 When referring a patient to a mental health professional, it is important to explain whether 
this will be for a one-time consultation or ongoing treatment; tell the patient what to expect; and 
answer questions. Of course, it is essential to discuss the patient with the mental health 
professional before they meet and continue the communication throughout the treatment. 
Patients need and appreciate clear and explicit explanations of their mental illness and its 
treatment just as they do for their MS. When there are treatment options, patients and families 
should be fully informed and participate as equal partners in making decisions. 

 How to find a mental health professional. Consulting with or referring to a mental health 
professional is not always easy.  Rural communities have few mental health providers; even in large 
urban centers the number of mental health professionals with experience in treating individuals 
with MS may be small.  Patients can contact the National MS Society (1-800-344-4867) for referrals to 
mental health professionals in their area. Mental health professional societies may also be a source 
of referrals. Once connected, many MS clinicians establish ongoing collegial collaborations with one 
or more mental health professionals in their communities. Some MS centers can afford to hire a 
mental health provider; others provide office space and the mental health clinician sees the center’s 
patients on a fee-for-service basis. Another successful model involves regular in-person or telephone 
meetings to discuss how to manage challenging clinical situations. 

 There are many types of mental health professionals: psychiatrists, psychologists, social 
workers, and psychiatric nurses. Which type is most appropriate depends on the patient’s mental 
and medical conditions and his or her community’s resources. All mental health professionals 
conduct diagnostic evaluations and provide psychotherapy, but may differ in approach, 
technique, and personal style. Psychiatrists, as physicians, are most appropriate for patients who 
are likely to require medication and who have complex medical problems. 

 Treatment planning.  The planning phase is critical to a successful treatment outcome: this 
is where the therapeutic alliance between patient and clinician begins. Simply by asking  “How are 
you feeling?”, a clinician conveys concern and empathy, and sets the stage for a relationship built 
on mutual respect and trust. A collaborative approach to treatment planning, attentive listening, 
and open and frank discussion (Minden, 2009) solidify the partnership. Remember that even as 
health care takes a more patient-oriented approach, individuals vary in how much they want to 
know; their use of internet and other information sources; and their preferences for and styles of 
decision-making: some will want to share in treatment decisions, others will want unequivocal 
recommendations.  Conversations about these issues contribute to building rapport, as do 
discussions about the patient’s attitude to family involvement in their treatment. 

 Treatment planning involves striking a balance between optimism and realism. Patients 
should be told that treatment of emotional disorders is almost always effective and they can 
expect to return to their usual emotional state.  It is equally important to say that this will take 
some time. Psychotherapy is a process that cannot be rushed. A full 8-12 weeks may pass before 
an antidepressant becomes effective; and different medications may need to be tried before 
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finding the right one. Side effects may be uncomfortable at first, but they usually pass relatively 
quickly. Patients can manage these challenges if they know what to expect, see the clinician 
weekly during the initiation phase of treatment, and have as-needed phone contact for support 
and to discuss medication side effects. 

  Treatment options. Research and clinical experience indicate that for emotional disorders, 
a combination of psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy are better than either one alone. Below we 
discuss a general approach to treatment. Specifics must be determined by the treating clinician 
and patient based on: diagnosis; personal and family psychiatric history, including treatments and 
their effectiveness; co-morbid medical conditions and medications; community resources; patient 
preferences; and clinician expertise.

 Psychotherapy is a general term for treatment by a trained mental health professional that 
involves talking and interacting with an individual, couple, family, or group. There are many 
different techniques, each based on a particular philosophy or model of human behavior, 
thinking, and feeling. The most common are insight-oriented, supportive, and cognitive- 
behavioral therapy (although they may go by different names such as psychodynamic, 
psychoanalytic, interpersonal, behavioral, etc.) (Minden, 1992; Minden et al., 2014). Experienced 
mental health professionals typically tailor their approach to the individual and are pleased to 
explain their particular ways of working with patients.

 Pharmacotherapy may be provided by a general psychiatrist, a psychopharmacologist, 
another type of physician, and, in some states, advanced practice registered nurses. Although 
psychotropic medications are so widely used as to seem commonplace, they are powerful agents 
that can do harm as well as good. The decision to use a psychotropic agent is as serious as that 
concerning use of a disease modifying therapy (DMT): benzodiazepine anxiolytics have an 
addiction potential (Lader, 2009); antidepressants involve a commitment of at least one year and a 
willingness to try a second, or even third, drug if the first is not effective. To inexperienced 
prescribers and patients, the number of seemingly different anxiolytics and antidepressants can 
be overwhelming. In actuality, within-class differences are minimal, leading to the term “me too” 
drugs (Angell, 2004; Light and Lexchin, 2012). Selecting a particular medication to treat 
depression or anxiety can be as challenging as choosing among the injectable DMTs: there is no 
way to predict with any certainty which agent will be effective for which patient. 

 Complementary and alternative therapies and self-management strategies – including 
mindfulness and meditation (Grossman et al., 2010); journaling; yoga; self-help groups; and others 
-- can also promote healing and recovery from an emotional disorder when used in conjunction 
with psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy (Moss-Morris, 2012).  Exercise tailored to a person’s 
abilities and limitations has also been shown to improve mood and quality of life (Motl & Pilutti, 
2012; Petajan et al., 1996; Bombardier 2013).  Many patients do not tell their clinicians that they 
are using alternative therapies because they fear disapproval. It is important for clinicians to ask 
about herbs and supplements not only to show support and acceptance, but because they may 
interact with traditional medications (Bowling, 2010).
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Starting, continuing, and terminating treatment

 Starting. Some general principles and clinical “pearls” follow to help MS clinicians become 
familiar with commonly used treatments for depression and anxiety. Those who treat their own 
patients should refer to standard sources and readily consult with a mental health professional as 
needed.  Our focus here is on pharmacotherapy since that is the most common form of treatment 
provided by MS clinicians. Although MS clinicians who spend time listening to and talking with 
their patients are enormously helpful to them, they are not, technically, providing psychotherapy.  

 Depressed mood. Selective serotonin (and norepinephrine) reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs, 
SSNRIs) are the most commonly used antidepressants because of their efficacy and minimal 
adverse effects. In choosing among them, a medication that was effective for a patient previously, 
or for a biological relative, has a higher chance than others of being helpful. An important strategy 
for minimizing side effects and preventing discontinuation of a drug that might have been useful, 
is to “start low” and “go slow” when increasing doses to therapeutic levels. In addition, although 
side effects are mild and resolve quickly, seeing patients weekly for the first month or so, and 
being available by telephone, helps them through the early phases of treatment. Sexual side 
effects – difficulty with arousal and orgasm – occur in about 70% of SSRI and SNRI users in the 
general population; rates are probably higher among individuals with MS because of the effects of 
the disease on sexual functioning (Foley, 2008; Foley, 2009). Sexual side effects should be 
discussed during treatment planning and with patients already on these medications. Some 
pharmacologic remedies are available but they are variably effective. Tricyclic antidepressants 
(TCAs) may be useful for some patients, but strongly anticholinergic preparations can precipitate 
urinary retention in individuals with MS and overdoses may be lethal. All antidepressants have 
potential interactions with other drugs and some have age-related adverse effects; prescribers 
should refer to standard sources for pharmacologic information. 

 Bipolar disorder. Lithium carbonate, anticonvulsant mood stabilizers, and some atypical 
antipsychotics are the standard treatments, but should be initiated by a psychiatrist or 
psychopharmacologist. Antidepressants may precipitate mania or hypomania in patients with 
bipolar disorder. If the patient or a family member has a history of bipolar disorder, a mood stabilizer 
is typically used in conjunction with an antidepressant; if there is no known history, clinicians should 
alert their patients to the symptoms of hypomania and mania, and monitor them closely. 

 Anxiety.  All benzodiazepines produce tolerance, physical dependence, and withdrawal. 
They are most useful for time-limited anxiety associated with diagnosis, relapse, and life events, 
and while waiting for an antidepressant to take effect. Benzodiazepines are often effective at 
doses that are one-quarter to one-half of what many practitioners prescribe: low doses “take the 
edge off” of the anxiety without causing drowsiness, leave room for dose increases, and reduce 
the risk of addiction. Clinicians should prescribe benzodiazepines only in small amounts (e.g., a 
10-14 day supply) with no refills and see the patient frequently during the situation that 
necessitated their use. In this way, the patient receives a consistent message: ‘This is a short-term 
treatment for anxiety due to a particular set of circumstances. We will monitor how you are feeling 
and discontinue the medication as soon as possible because it can be addictive.’  Anxiety is 
painful, however, and no one should be deprived of relief because of an exaggerated fear of 
addiction: thoughtful prescribing and close follow-up are the solution to this dilemma.
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For generalized anxiety, social anxiety, and panic disorder, antidepressants are the treatment of 
choice. 

 Continuing. Medication can improve physical symptoms in a few weeks and mood in a 
couple of months, but improvement in the interpersonal, occupational, and social difficulties 
associated with depression and anxiety generally take much longer.  In contrast with MS, the end-
point of treatment for mood disorders is full return to usual or “normal” functioning: symptoms 
should completely remit. Continuing distress generally indicates the presence of issues that 
require ongoing psychotherapy.

 Short-term monitoring for the adverse and positive effects of medication involves 
as-needed telephone calls and weekly visits until the clinician and patient feel that the medication 
is stable and the treatment plan is proceeding well.  If a patient does not respond to treatment at 
the maximum dose after several weeks, or if adverse effects are intolerable, the first option is to 
try another drug. If there is still no response, the clinician should consult with or refer the patient 
to a psychiatrist or psychopharmacologist who will re-evaluate the diagnosis and suggest 
additional treatment options. These may include another trial of an antidepressant, augmentation 
with other medications, or electroconvulsive therapy. 

 Once symptoms resolve, medication visits can be decreased to monthly, then bimonthly, 
and in some cases less often.  Some patients do well, but then plateau after a few months of 
treatment or begin to slip backwards. Increasing the dose slightly usually restores the drug’s 
effectiveness. The frequency of psychotherapy visits depends on the type of therapy but 
treatment should also be goal-oriented and periodically reassessed.

 Monitoring for suicidal ideas must be ongoing: symptom relief is no guarantee that a 
patient considers life to be worth living. Sadly, some individuals become more despairing about 
the future when the veil of a depressed mood is lifted. With more energy and clearer thinking, 
some patients plan and carry out suicide; discharge from hospital is a particularly high-risk time.  

 Terminating. Antidepressants (whether for depression or anxiety) should be continued at 
the remission dose for about one year and then reevaluated. If the patient has returned to normal, 
it is appropriate to consider discontinuing the medication, tapering gradually to avoid 
uncomfortable serotonin withdrawal symptoms. Relapse rates are significant with discontinuation 
before six months and a history of previous depressive episodes.  For patients with frequently 
recurring depression, ongoing treatment may be indicated. 

Epilogue

  We have come a long way since the time when emotional disorders were seen as 
something anyone with a disease like MS would have and something which the right attitude and 
determination would overcome. We now know that emotional disorders arise from a complex set 
of biopsychosocial factors and are not “fixed” by efforts of will.  We have highly effective 
treatments, stigma is decreasing, and patients, families, and clinicians are increasingly accepting 
and benefiting from treatment. 
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 Partners, children, and parents of individuals with MS may also suffer from depression, 
anxiety, and other emotional disorders. Family members who provide care are particularly at risk, 
often neglecting their own physical and mental health to provide care for the person they love. 
Although many care partners find great satisfaction and joy in their caregiving activities, the 
responsibilities can feel overwhelming. Caregivers are “invisible patients” (Andolesk et al, 1988): 
they, too, are at higher risk of depression and reduced quality of life (Aronson, 1997; Buchanan 
and Huang, 2013). MS clinicians should routinely ask their patients about their families, and, as 
needed, meet with family members to discuss their health, mental health, and wellbeing. 

 In some cases, spouses and partners may feel so drained and helpless that they become 
verbally, emotionally, or physically abusive. Depression and anxiety in the individual with MS may 
be an indicator of this type of abuse, or of financial and sexual abuse by a paid caregiver.  Neglect 
and omission, which may manifest as poor hygiene, malnutrition, dehydration, debilitation, and 
recurrent urinary tract infections and decubitus ulcers in severely disabled individuals, are also 
forms of abuse (Minden et al, 1999). MS clinicians must be alert to signs of abuse and prepared to 
intervene. Questions such as these may be helpful: “Does anyone make it hard for you to see your 
friends and family?”  “Do you ever feel afraid or unsafe?” “Does anyone ever use your money 
without permission?” All states have protective service agencies that will advise clinicians on how 
to manage these difficult situations. They will evaluate the home situation and provide services as 
needed. MS clinicians are mandated reporters: if concerned, even when patient and family deny a 
problem, they are required to arrange for protective services.

Illustrative Comments

   “I feel worthless to myself and everyone else – I just don’t know if I can keep going.”

   “I must have done something terribly wrong to deserve this.”

   “I don’t even know who I am at this point; none of the things that made me who I am seem to
 work any more.”

   “I just don’t care about anything any more, nothing interests me, not even getting better --
 that’s why I stopped taking my medication.”

   “Everything rubs me the wrong way – I jump down people’s throats for no good reason.”

  “My husband is so moody -- one moment he’s ok and the next he’s losing his temper and
 yelling and then he just wants us all to get away and leave him alone.”

   “My wife seems so sad all the time. She won’t go out and do anything, and has isolated herself
 from her friends. She is drinks a lot -- as if she is trying to numb herself from pain.”

   “If I see or even think about a wheelchair, I get this awful feeling in the pit of my stomach.”

   “I know life can change in a second. The minute I start to have a funny feeling somewhere I panic.”

   “I’m always so tense and on edge.”

   “I get scared when I have relapses. What’s next? Can I keep working? How will I support my wife & kids?”
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